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Microscopic theory of the reentrant integer quantum Hall effect in the first and second excited
Landau levels
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We present a microscopic theory for the recently observed reentrant integer quantum Hall effect in then
51 andn52 Landau levels. Our energy investigations indicate an alternating sequence ofM-electron-bubble
and quantum-liquid ground states in a certain range of the partial filling factor of thenth level. Whereas the
quantum-liquid states display the fractional quantum Hall effect, the bubble phases are insulating, and the Hall
resistance is thus quantized at integral values of the total filling factor.
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Two-dimensional electron systems in a strong perpend
lar magnetic-field display the integer and fractional quant
Hall effects ~IQHE and FQHE!.1 At certain values of the
ratio n5nel /nB of the electronicnel and the flux densities
nB5eB/h, one observes plateaus in the Hall resistance
companied by a vanishing longitudinal magnetoresistan
The factorn determines the filling of the highly degenera
Landau levels~LL’s !, which are due to the quantization o
the electrons’ kinetic energy. At integral filling factorsn
5N (N52n for the lower andN52n11 for the upper spin
branch of thenth LL! the nondegenerate ground state, wh
consists of completely filled levels, is separated from
excited states by a finite gap. By increasingn ~e.g., via low-
ering B), the electrons, which are promoted to higher LL
become localized due to residual impurities in the sam
and therefore do not contribute to the electrical transp
This insulating behavior of electrons gives rise to plateau
quantized Hall resistance at valuesRxy5h/e2N ~IQHE!. A
similar effect ~FQHE! arises when the two lowest LL’sn
50 andn51 are partially filled withn̄5n2N. The effect is
understood in terms of composite fermions~CF’s!, which
experience a reduced coupling to the magnetic field (eB)*
5eB/(2ps61), wheres is the number of flux pairs carrie
by each CF andp’s the number of completely filled CF-LL’s
CF localization leads to a quantized Hall resistance at fillin
n̄5p/(2ps61). However, contrary to the IQHE, the FQH
is entirely caused by electronic interactions. Recent exp
ments in then51 LL have revealed an intriguing reentra
IQHE ~RIQHE!; between the FQHE states atn̄51/5,1/3 and
the even-denominator state atn̄51/2 with a quantizedRxy

5h/e2(N1 n̄), the Hall resistance jumps to valuesRxy
5h/e2N, corresponding to the neighboring plateau of t
IQHE.2 The effect is analogous to the RIQHE observ
aroundn̄51/4 in then52 LL.3 One-particle localization is
unlikely to be at the origin of this insulating phase at su
high partial fillings. An alternative origin of the insulatin
phase is a pinned electron solid such as a charge-de
wave ~CDW! or a Wigner crystal.

In this Rapid Communication we present energy calcu
tions based on a microscopic theory, which show that
0163-1829/2003/68~24!/241302~4!/$20.00 68 2413
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RIQHE is due to the formation of a triangular CDW
(M -electron bubble phase! of electrons in the last partially
occupied LL. The energy of the bubble phase is accura
calculated in the Hartree-Fock approximation~HFA! ~Refs.
4–6! and is compared to the energy of the quantum liqu
which displays the FQHE, taking into account quasipartic
quasihole excitations at fillings away from the ‘‘magica
factorsn̄L51/(2s11) with integrals.

In the high-magnetic-field limit, the Coulomb interactio
between the electrons is smaller than the LL separat
Intra-LL excitations, which are possible at fractional fillin
factors, are therefore more important for the low-ene
properties of the system than inter-LL excitations. The lat
have been included in a random-phase-approximation ca
lation and lead to a screened Coulomb interaction in a cer
wave-vector range.7 However, screening has only a mino
influence on the physical properties as shown in Ref. 6,
completely filled LL’s may therefore be considered inert. T
electronic interactions thus remain as the only energy sc
and one obtains a system of strongly correlated electr
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥn5
1

2 (
q

v~q!@Fn~q!#2r̄~2q!r̄~q!, ~1!

wherev(q)52pe2/eq is the two-dimensional Fourier trans
form of the Coulomb potential. Due to the Zeeman gap,
two branches of the levelsn51 and n52 are completely
spin-polarized.2,3 We therefore consider only interactions b
tween spinless electrons within thenth LL described by the
density operatorŝr(q)&n5Fn(q) r̄(q), where r(q) is the
usual electron density in reciprocal space. The fact
Fn(q)5Ln(q2l B

2/2)exp(2q2lB
2/4), with the Laguerre polyno-

mialsLn(x) and the magnetic lengthl B5A\/eB, arise from
the wave functions of electrons in thenth LL and may be
absorbed into an effective interaction potentialvn(q)
5v(q)@Fn(q)#2. The latter may be interpreted as an inte
action potential between electrons whose spatial degree
freedom are given only in terms of their guiding-center c
ordinates. The noncommutativity of these coordinates le
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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to unusual commutation relations for the projected electr
density operators,8

@ r̄~q!,r̄~k!#52i sinS ~q3k!zl B
2

2 D r̄~q1k!, ~2!

which together with Hamiltonian~1! define the full model.
We will set l B[1 in the following discussion.

The solution of the model in the HFA~Refs. 4,5! has
predicted a CDW ground state in higher LL’s. The cohes
energy is a functional of the order parameterD(q)
5^r̄(q)&/nBA, whereA is the total area of the system,

Ecoh
CDW~n; n̄ !5

nB

2n̄
(

q
un

HF~q!uD~q!u2

with the Hartree-Fock potentialun
HF(q)5vn(q)2un

F(q).
The Fock potential is related tovn(q) by un

F(q)
5(pvn(p)exp@i(pxqy2pyqx)#/nB , and one can derive an ana
lytical expression for it,

un
F~q!'

4e2

ep2nBq
ReFKS 12A124~2n11!/q2

2 D G2

,

whereK(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
This formula becomes exact in the large-n limit but scaling
arguments have shown that this approximation gives su
ciently accurate results already forn51 andn52.9 Even if
the HFA fails to describe the quantum-liquid phases in
two lowest LL’s, it gives correct energy estimates of sta
with a modulated density such as the electron-solid phas

In order to describe the bubble phase~triangular CDW!

with M electrons per bubble, we use the ansatzn̄(r )
5( jQ(A2Ml B2ur2Rj u) for the local guiding-center filling
factor, where the sum is over the lattice vectors of a trian
lar lattice.4 Fourier transformation of this filling factor yield
the order parameter of the bubble phase

DM
B ~q!5

2pA2M

Aq
J1~qA2M !(

j
eiq•Rj ,

whereJ1(x) is the first-order Bessel function. The cohesi
energy of theM-electron bubble phase is thus

Ecoh
B ~n;M ,n̄ !5

nBn̄

M (
l

un
HF~Gl !

J1
2~A2M uGl u!

uGl u2
, ~3!

whereGlÞ0 are the reciprocal lattice vectors.
The cohesive energy of the Laughlin states atn̄L51/(2s

11) can be expressed in terms of Haldan
pseudopotentials10

Ecoh
L ~n;s!5

n̄L

p (
m50

`

c2m11
s V2m11

n

with V2m11
n 52p(qvn(q)L2m11(q2)exp(2q2/2). The ex-

pansion coefficientsc2m11
s may be obtained either from a fi

of the pair-distribution function of the Laughlin states
Monte Carlo calculations8,11,12 or from a certain number o
24130
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sum rules imposed on these coefficients,8,13 which result in a
system of linear equations.14 The latter method gives result
for the energies of the quantum-liquid states which devi
less than 1% from Monte Carlo calculations.12 A systematic
comparison between the Laughlin states and bubble ph
in higher LL’s has been published by Fogler and Koulako6

However, their analysis does not permit a comparison
tween the energies of the quantum-liquid and bubble pha
away from n̄L51/(2s11), and thus an explanation of th
RIQHE is still lacking.

In order to investigate the energy of the quantum-liqu
phase away from precisely these filling factors, one has
take into account the excited quasiparticles~for n̄. n̄L) and
quasiholes ~for n̄, n̄L). If the interactions between
quasiparticles/quasiholes are neglected, one obtains for
cohesive energy of the quantum-liquid phases in thenth LL

Ecoh
q2 l~n;s,n̄ !5Ecoh

L ~n;s!1@ n̄~2s11!21#Dn~s!, ~4!

whereDn(s) is the energy of quasiparticles of charge 1/(s
11) @quasiholes of charge21/(2s11)] in units of the elec-
tron charge.Dn(s) can be calculated analytically in th
Hamiltonian theory recently proposed by Murthy an
Shankar.15 Hamiltonian~1! is investigated in a CF basis us
ing the ‘‘preferred’’ combination

r̄p~q!5 r̄~q!2c2x̄~q!,

wherex̄(q) is the density operator of a vortexlike excitatio
of charge2c2522ps/(2ps11) in units of the electron
charge. The choice of the preferred combination respe
commutation relations~2! for small wave vectors, wherea
the error at largerq is suppressed by the Gaussian in t
effective interaction potential. The ground state of this the
is characterized by the expectation value^cn,m

† cn8,m8&
5dn,n8dm,m8Q(p212n), where cn,m

† creates a CF in the
nth CF-LL with a CF guiding-center quantum numberm.
The quasiparticle energies are thus given by the express

Dqp
n ~s,p!5^cp,mĤncp,m

† &2^Ĥn&,

and the quasihole energy is

Dqh
n ~s,p!5^cp21,m

† Ĥncp21,m&2^Ĥn&,

where one averages over the ground state with the hel
Wick contractions. This yields

Dqp
n ~s,p!5

1

2 (
q

vn~q!^pur̄p~2q!r̄p~q!up&

2(
q

vn~q! (
n850

p21

^pur̄p~q!un8&u2 ~5!

and
2-2
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Dqh
n ~s,p!52

1

2 (
q

vn~q!^p21ur̄p~2q!r̄p~q!up21&

1(
q

vn~q! (
n850

p21

^p21ur̄p~q!un8&u2 ~6!

with the matrix elements

^pur̄p~q!un&5An!

p! S qlB* c

A2
D p2n

e2q2l B*
2c2/4

3FLn
p2nS q2l B*

2c2

2
D

2c2(12p1n)e2q2/2c2
Ln

p2nS q2l B*
2

2c2 D G ,

where l B* 51/A12c2 is the magnetic length for CF’s. Ex
pressions~5! and~6! are generalizations to an arbitrary LL o
Murthy and Shankar’s results forn50.15 In n51 and n
52, one obtains the energies of the quasiparticle excitat
for the Laughlin series

Dqp
n (s,p51) s51 s52 s53 s54

n51 0.2267 0.1868 0.1550 0.131

n52 0.1903 0.1728 0.1543 0.137

FIG. 1. ~a! Cohesive energies of theM-electron bubble and
quantum-liquid phases forn51 in units ofe2/e l B . ~b! RIQHE in
upper spin branch ofn51 measured by Eisensteinet al.2
24130
ns

and the energies of the quasihole excitations

Dqh
n (s,p51) s51 s52 s53 s54

n51 20.07172 20.07032 20.05887 20.04959

n52 20.07876 20.07853 20.06728 20.05765

in units of e2/e l B .
A comparison of the cohesive energies of theM-electron

bubble~3! and the quantum-liquid phases~4! for n51 and
n52 is shown in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. In the n51 LL the
quantum-liquid phases are energetically favorable atn̄51/3
60.03 and belown̄51/510.02, whereas no liquid phase
found aroundn̄51/3 for n>2. Note that we have neglecte
interactions with underlying impurities in the investigation
the bubble phases. Pinning and deformation of the CD
~Ref. 16! make these phases better adapted to follow an
derlying electrostatic potential than an incompressible,
mogeneous liquid. The energy gain is more pronounced
the low-density limit, where the elasticity of the CDW
reduced due to a larger lattice constant. This leads to a s
of the curves to smallern̄. A detailed discussion of this effec
will be published elsewhere.17 At even lower filling factors,
one-particle localization may also destroy the quantu
liquid phase.

These investigations explain the RIQHE, which was
cently reported by Eisensteinet al.2 for n51 @Fig. 1~b!# and

FIG. 2. ~a! Cohesive energy forn52 in units of e2/e l B . ~b!
RIQHE in lower spin branch ofn52 observed by Cooperet al.;
insets are a zoom on Hall~c! and longitudinal~d! resistance around
B52.65 T.3
2-3
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which had been observed before by Cooperet al.3 in n52

aroundn̄51/4 @Fig. 2~b!#. The insulating behavior of elec
trons in the last LL, which is responsible for the RIQH
may be caused by simple one-particle localization or by c
lective effects such as crystallization into an electron so
Electrical transport in an electron-solid phase arises eithe
a collective sliding, which is suppressed by pinning due
residual impurities, or by the propagation of crystal disloc
tions, which is reduced in the limitT→0. The observation of
the RIQHE at rather high partial fillings, comparable to tho
at which the FQHE is found, indicates the relevance of C
lomb interactions. This favors an explanation in terms of
electron solid, i.e.,M-electron bubble phases, as being
sponsible for the insulating behavior. This picture is su
ported by the energy investigations presented above.

In the n51 LL, the FQHE as a property of the quantum
liquid phases, is observable atn5211/3 and 211/5 ~lower
spin branch! and at n5311/3 and 311/5 @upper spin
branch, cf., Fig. 1~b!#, whereas between these FQHE sta
the energetically favored one-electron bubble phase g
rise to the observed RIQHE. Atn̄>1/310.03, one observe
again the RIQHE caused by a two-electron bubble ph
@Fig. 1~a!# in perfect agreement with the experiment2 and
recent numerical density-matrix-renormalization-gro
studies.18

In the n52 LL, the RIQHE aroundn̄51/4 is due to the
existence of a two-electron bubble phase and three-elec
bubbles forn̄>0.35. The small maxima in the longitudina
magnetoresistance, which are observed atB52.32 T andB
52.65 T corresponding to filling factorsn5414/5 andn
5411/5,3 may indicate an incipient quantum melting of th
bubble phase. Such a quantum melting is expected from
energy investigations, which indicate a quantum-liqu
ys

.

.

B
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ground state and thus a possible observation of the FQH
n̄51/5 or 1/7 inn52 @Fig. 2~a!#.9

In higher LL’s n>3 ~results not shown!, the bubble
phases are of lower energy than the FQHE state atn̄51/5.
One observes a general shift of the quantum-liquid phase
lower partial filling factors with increasing LL indexn in
agreement with results from scaling investigations.5,9

In conclusion, we have presented a mechanism for
appearance of the RIQHE in then51 andn52 LL’s based
on the comparison between the energies of the differ
M-electron bubble and quantum-liquid phases. Whereas
energies of the bubble phases are calculated in the H
which gives reliable results for electronic states with a mo
lated density, the quantum-liquid phases are characterize
quantum correlations beyond the mean-field level. The e
gies of the Laughlin liquid are calculated to great accuracy
an approach based on physical sum rules14 and the energies
of quasiparticles/quasiholes, which are excited at fillin
away from the magical factorsn̄L51/(2s11) are obtained
in the framework of the Hamiltonian theory.15 In a certain
range of the partial filling factor, one finds an alternati
sequence ofM-electron bubble and quantum-liquid groun
states with first-order quantum phase transitions betw
them. Whereas the quantum-liquid states display the FQ
with a quantized Hall resistanceRxy5h/e2n, n5N1 n̄L , the
bubble phases are insulating, and the electrical transpo
thus entirely due to the completely filled lower LL’s. Th
gives rise to the RIQHE with a quantized Hall resistan
Rxy5h/e2N independent of the partial filling factor, as
observed experimentally.3,2
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